
LESSON 4 - THIS I KNOW 
Jesus loves me this I know for the Bible tells me so. 

Welcome Back! 
It’s week 4 already! Thanks for leading your group. I hope you’re seeing a positive impact for 

yourself and those in your group! 

Rewind: In this series we are (re)discovering 5 essentials of faith using the opening line of the 

song Jesus Loves Me. Lessons 1, 2, & 3 were about the uniqueness of Jesus, the importance of 

love, and our own identity. If anyone missed a week, they can find it at youtube.com/

clearviewshreveport/ 

Fast-Forward: Today we’ll be talking about what it means to be a person of faith. 

Watch 
• All videos and discussion guides available at https://clearview.church/jesus-loves-me 

• Videos are also available as a playlist on our YouTube channel at https://youtube.com/

playlist?list=PL7nTY9HcCzbl1sHNOkU9iIb6KebdIrIeb or search “ClearView Jesus loves me” 

• Direct YouTube link for lesson 4: https://youtu.be/Wcv_HstWz38 

Discuss 
1. Like the roller coaster story, can you think of a time you thought you knew/understood 

something but didn’t? 

2. In John 4, the Samaritans go from not knowing about Jesus, to hearing about him, to 

knowing him for themselves. Have those been 2 different steps for you? What has helped 

you go from knowing about Jesus to truly knowing him? 

Note for leader only: This may not be everyone’s experience, and that’s okay. You may 

have some who had an experience of Jesus or an emotional connection prior to much 

intellectual exploration. You may also have some who are in process - somewhere 

between knowing about and knowing. Try to encourage everyone where they are. 
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3. More than just belief, faith is confidence and following. What’s an area of your life where 

you’re “living by faith” right now?  

Note for leader only: This is personal, so it may take a minute for folks to open up. You 

might also phrase it as “What’s something that you’re currently trying to or having to 

just trust God about?” 

4. “God is the hero. The point isn’t to become a hero of faith but to be convinced that God is 

faithful.” What’s your reaction to hearing that? 

Note for leader only: Try to reiterate that it’s okay for our faith to be small sometimes. 

That’s part of being human. Our hope isn’t the amount of our faith but the object of our 

faith. 

5. Anything else stand out to you tonight that you’d like to discuss? 

Note for leader only: Always a good discussion question if time allows. If not, skip 

ahead to prayer. 

Pray 
You may want to invite group members to share prayer requests. Close by praying for those 

requests and the following: 

God, we long to know you, not just know about you. We believe with joy that you really, 

truly love us and want to be known by us. We believe that you are faithful and worthy of 

being trusted. Help us to live with a sense of your nearness and offer you our open 

minds and open hands this week. We love you and trust you, amen.


